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Sunday, May 3 of 2020
SPECIAL MESSAGE FOR THE 81ST MARATHON OF DIVINE MERCY, RECEIVED IN THE MARIAN
CENTER OF FIGUEIRA, MINAS GERAIS, BRAZIL, TRANSMITTED BY THE GLORIFIED CHRIST
JESUS TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.
Companions, today I bring you the Most Holy Body of your Lord and the Sacred Chalice of the
Redeemer so that, in this month of May, you may offer a Reparative Communion every day, that
God may hear the heart of His children and the supplications of those who truly pray, asking for
this humanity and for this planet so that, in this end time, souls may be strengthened and learn to go
through the end of these times, revealing and definitive times, times in which humanity will come
to know the Truth, in this cycle of the Apocalypse.
I pour out the Rays of My Heart upon the Sacred Eucharist that I carry today in My Hand and upon
the Sacred Chalice of the Redeemer so that the Body and Blood of Christ may be that divine,
perpetual and eternal unity that souls need in this end time.
It is there, in that divine strength, in that essential union with the Sacrament of the Altar where you
will find the strength, the courage and the bravery to overcome these times, rather than anywhere
else.
For this reason, today the Light of My Spirit pours out not only upon the Most Holy Body of your
Lord and the Holy Chalice, but also upon the world and, especially, upon humanity, upon those
regions of the Earth where conflict, the pandemic and terror plague innocent hearts.
In this divine union that each one of you can achieve, through this special offering during the
month of May, you will be truly united with Me and, as a result, you will be united with Higher and
Cosmic Life.
Thus, in spite of what may happen, help will come from the universe through its powerful currents,
through its sublime energies, through the sacred material and nonmaterial rays that must fill souls
so that they may finally concretize the realization of their mission and their commitment to Me, so
that the whole human race may learn to overcome these times and, above all, learn to go through
them.
For this special offering, during the month of May, it is fundamental that the priestly life may be
the one that, with the strength and the momentum of the heart and of love, will instill the help that
souls need through the Sacraments that I have given you.
Now that, for millions of souls, it is impossible to commune with the sacred form of the Body of
Christ or of the Precious Blood, this is the time for living a spiritual Communion, just as real as the
usual Communion that you have always experienced.
It is in this spiritual union where your commitment will be strengthened, and those adversities,
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shadows and uncertainties will not prevail, for each day that you work with and experience this
union with Me will allow Me to also act and work through you.
I especially dedicate My Message to all souls, to the silent and anonymous good hearts that pray for
the priests, every day, because the spirit of prayer, the power of prayer will cause you to
understand, beyond appearances, the spiritual essence of the priests in this end time, in which
healing, redemption, reconciliation and Mercy for the whole world will be achieved through
priestly life.
It is in this commitment and in this union that each one may be able to truly live with Me, through
My spiritual Heart and the Light that emanates through the Rays of Divine Mercy, that I will be
able to pour out and place in the hearts of the priests the attributes and above all, the designs that I
have thought of from the beginning for each one of them.
While humanity is worried and agitated because of not knowing how the coming time will
continue, I invite you to each day further deepen into this union with Me through the spiritual
Sacrament with My Body and with My Blood.
In this time, I am also considering the adoration that is offered to the Holy Eucharist, because the
more adorations accomplished, the more practices are spiritually made, and souls are also benefited
by this spiritual practice that will allow hearts to be kept in balance, in that basic balance that
humanity today does not have because of all that worries it and the uncertainty that it feels in this
time.
Everything that I left, more than two thousand years ago, for the whole world, are important keys
for today. That was the reason for the spiritual living of the Sacraments and for unchangeable and
permanent strength that they have throughout the times.
In this way, through the Sacraments, in a spiritual way, you will find the strength of renewal and of
faith and, in spite of everything that may happen in the world, souls will feel safe; because you will
not become ill; your souls will rejoice and, with Me, they will celebrate the victory of My Heart
within each one of them.
I need you to understand, in a broader vision, what this means to Me: that this living of the spiritual
Sacrament within each one of you will be able to demonstrate to the Eternal Father that the
treasures that I gave you are in safe places and that these very treasures that I gave you bring about
results in redemption and in conversion.
This is the time in which, through the spiritual Communion with Me, through the Marathon of
Divine Mercy that everyone will be able to experience, everyone will become strengthened and be
able to understand, beyond everything, the essence of what I have done throughout the last years.
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Because everything that I have done, up until now and since the beginning, has only been a
preparation in your lives and spirits so that your consciousnesses would not be afraid nor doubt
about being able to face these times and constantly lead humanity toward an elevation of
consciousness, because as much as only a few make this effort and this surrender, all this will
always benefit the rest of humanity and those who perhaps would not deserve anything, not even a
Grace, will receive it.
It is thus that the Love of My Heart is multiplied in all hearts that offer to not only pray for the
priestly ministry and priestly life, but also so that the Work of My Mercy and Redemption may be
carried forward by the companions that I have summoned to live this life and this spiritual
principle, among many others.
I want you to be attentive and have a clear vision that this is the time and the moment for living
what I have so much hoped for throughout the times and generations.
I have worked and I have presented Myself with the same aim and purpose, and that will not
change until I return to the world, in which your Greater Priest and Lord of lords will move forward
with the institution and the advent of the new time, of the new life, of the new humanity.
If your spirits and souls are strong in the Communion with Me in this crucial time, nothing will
happen to you; on the contrary, you will help those most need it, those who are weak of spirit, those
who are tepid of heart, those who are not poor in life, those who have lost their faith, those who are
not humble, those who do not accept Me.
All your offerings will multiply and I will accept them because I will return them in Grace and in
Mercy for those who do not deserve anything.
It is in this way that, little by little, I invite you to experience the same school of overcoming, of
surrender and of faith that I lived for you until the Cross, so that your last breath, in the last minute
of your life, may also be an offering.
Think about and meditate upon what I tell you. I will not ask you for impossible things, but rather I
will ask you for what you can really give Me, because I need to be in hearts, I need to be consoled
by souls, I must have a space and a place in the temple of each heart so that you can suffer with
Me, in silence, for the freeing and the transmutation of humanity for not having conformed to the
Law, and not even to My Eternal Father.
You must understand what I am telling you, for these are now My last Words, in this end time. And
you must not forget anything that I have told you, because I need to be living in the hearts and souls
that offer to live this great surrender for My Heart and My Consciousness.
It is thus, through this path, that you will achieve Greater Life and Cosmic Life. First, you must
yield so that I may triumph in the world through you.
Thus, today I bring you the Most Holy Body and the Sacred Chalice, the fruits of the surrender and
the merits of the Passion of Jesus, so that the world would not forget that, before all this, there
existed a man of Nazareth, Son of a carpenter and of a humble Mother, who fulfilled and carried
forward an important task for humanity, pouring out His Blood for sinners, pouring out His Water
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for those who were lost, freeing the whole planet, to the deepest layers of this world.
Let the power of My Blood justify you before God. Let the power of My Water purify you before
God, because I will wait for your great and definitive step, until it be necessary, until each one of
you understands that, if I have come here to meet with you, speak with you and instruct you for
such a long time, there is a reason and a purpose, because nothing is by chance.
May this Marathon of Divine Mercy awaken within you the flame of healing that humanity needs
and, above all, the planet that is in agony not only for this pandemic.
Humanity had to become ill to be able to understand what condition the planet has been in for so
long and, even so, how the planet and its nature have responded and expressed in the face of
humanity's stillness.
Through the Kingdoms of Nature, see the message that the universe leaves to you, and do not resist
anymore. Dare to live the great change in consciousness so that everything may revert and be
healed.
While that does not happen, the world will continue to suffer and your Master will also suffer in the
hearts that open to receive the Cross that your Master lives in this current time. A Cross that wants
to be shared with those who persevere, with those who are selfless, with those who are
unconditional, with those who work, day and night, in humility and for peace, with one end and one
goal; that Divine Will be fulfilled.
Through the Sacrament of Communion and of the Blood of Christ, I bless you so that this task of
the Marathon of Divine Mercy may be profound and true, so that it is not just some time passing
by, but rather an imperative and definite need to respond to God until it hurts.
I thank you for the union, the perseverance and the strength of determination in these times.
Remember the spiritual offering during this whole month of May so that, together with the
consecration of your lives to the Immaculate Heart of Mary, your beloved Celestial Messengers
may once again carry to God the fruits of redemption.
In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.

